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Monetary policy needs to be forward looking as it

operates with long and variable lags. In this

context, inflation forecasts, by acting as an

immediate target, play a special role in inflation

targeting framework. Medium term inflation

forecasts above or below the inflation target signal

the need of monetary tightening or easing to bring

back inflation to target level. The bi-monthly

resolutions of the monetary policy committee

(MPC) provide inflation forecasts up to four

quarters ahead. The paper analyses the forecast

performance based on the all India CPI, with a

special focus on identifying the episodes of large

forecast errors and explaining the underlying

factors.

The inflation forecasting framework at the Reserve

Bank (RBI) is highly detailed and rigorous based on

three mutually consistent and reinforcing pillars.

These are nowcasts for the first month or the most

recent projections, short term projections and

medium term projections. Nowcasting for CPI

inflation is arrived at using high frequency/daily

data available from secondary sources as well as

using the in-house surveys conducted by RBI. The

focus of nowcasts is primarily on estimating near-

term food inflation using retail as well as mandi

prices and arrivals data. Short-run projections are

based on a full information projection system that

employs compet ing model s aggrega ted

parsimoniously through root mean squared error

scores.

For the cross-country analysis, the authors have

focused on some of the major central banks for

publication of inflation forecasts in the public

domain at a quarterly frequency. Three critical

aspects need to be noted while assessing cross-

country forecast performance. First, target

inflation rates (CPI inflation target for India is 4%)

as well as the actual average inflation rates differ

across countries. Second, the composition of

consumption basket varies significantly across

countries. The share of food in CPI in India is

much higher than the 10-20% in other countries.

Third, two key assumptions at the time of making

projections are about crude oil and the exchange

rate. Sharp volatility has been observed in the

actual dynamics of these key baseline variables.

This volatility in the path of the conditioning

variables can impart bias, particularly at the longer

end, and persistence in the forecast errors.

A formal evaluation of the forecast performance in

terms of major parameters like accuracy,

unbiasedness, efficiency, and autocorrelation has

been done. In order to check the systematic bias

with in the forecasts, unbiasedness test is done.

Autocorrelation test is used for checking

correlation in forecast errors over time. Accuracy of

forecasts could be analysed through examination

of forecast errors. Mean error (ME), mean absolute

error (MAE) and root mean squared error (RMSE)

are used measures for comparing forecast

performances. Cross-country evidence suggests

that there is a positive correlation of forecast errors

with the share of food in the CPI basket. After the

forecast errors are standardised, there is some

flattening of the relationship between the forecast

errors and the share of the food group, and forecast

errors by the RBI staff become comparable to those

in the select other countries included in the study.
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The analysis indicates that globally, since the 2008

financial crisis, a phenomenon of over prediction

has been observed, with actual inflation

undershooting forecasts. The forecasts by the RBI

staff have been by and large efficient, though there

have been deviations of actual inflation from the

forecasts. Forecasts errors can also occur due to

model misspecifications due to which the RBI staff

constantly endeavour to refine its modelling and

forecast ing approaches , and strengthen

information collecting systems on an ongoing

basis so as minimise forecast errors in the face of

large and unanticipated shocks.

Source: www.rbi.org.in
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This article examines the cyclical swings and

secular changes affecting bank. The widening

wedge between credit and deposit growth is

triggering concerns about a structural liquidity gap

in the system, that can derail the financial

intermediation process through which deposits are

converted into productive investments by way of

lending, thereby greasing the wheels of the

economy. This article explores whether this is a case

of substitution effect in relation to small savings

and mutual funds playing out or if there is a secular

process of disintermediation underway. The

question assumes importance in the context of

potential shifts in banking habits of people and

balance sheet adjustments by banks in the

aftermath of demonetisation.

Generally, there is a positive relationship between

bank branches and bank deposits making the case

for bank branch expansion in unbanked areas to

increase deposit mobilisation. Returns on the

Sensex, inflation and the interest rate on the public

provident funds have negative impact on the

growth of time deposits. Typically, the deposits

collected by banks are classified into current,

savings and fixed deposits. A savings deposit is a

hybrid product which combines the features of

both a current account and a term deposit account.

All deposit liabilities payable on demand such as

current account deposits and the demand

component of savings bank deposits are covered

under demand deposits. Time deposits of banks

include fixed deposits and the time component of

savings bank deposit. Over the years the share of

demand deposits in aggregate deposits has declined

while that of time deposits has increased. Demand

deposit growth is volatile, presently in consonance

with variation in currency with the public with

which substitution effects are at work.

The co-movement of deposit growth with the

growth of nominal GDP is stronger than with the

deposit interest rate, suggesting that the income

effects are more powerful than price effects in

driving deposit growth. Besides income and the

interest rate, mobilisation of deposits seems to be

affected by substitution effects emanating from

small savings. Incentives in the form of income tax

treatment available for small saving schemes drive

the competition with bank deposits. There has

been growing popularity of mutual funds and

other stock market instruments and a waning of the

traditional preference for physical assets such as

real estate and gold. Consequently, opposing

movements between Sensex returns and deposit

growth are indicative of substitution effects.

The study is based on quarterly data from June 2006

to September 2018.Structural breaks in the pattern

of y-o-y growth of aggregate deposits have been

identified by using the Bai-Perron test. In terms of

growth rates, deposit behaviour underwent a major

structural break in October 2009, indicative of

deceleration in trend GDP growth. In November

2016, demonetisation produced a transient spike in

deposit growth but there was no statistically

significant structural break.

In order to differentiate between secular and short-

run reversible forces underlying the slackening of

deposit growth, seasonally adjusted aggregate

deposits in levels are decomposed into trend and

cyclical components. Turning point analysis (based

on Harding and Pagan, 2002) reveals the duration

of the cycles to be around 37 months on average,

Bank Deposits: Underlying Dynamics

Shri Harendra Behera, Shri Dirghau K. Raut, and Smt. Arti Sinha, RBI Bulletin May 2019
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with no notable turning points except

demonetisation in November 2016, presumably

reflecting the underlying business/economic

cycles. Thus, deeper analysis of deposit behaviour

and i t s a s s o c i a t i on w i t h und e r l y i n g

macroeconomic and financial variables is

warranted.

In the next step, the existence of a long-run co-

integrating relationship between seasonally

adjusted (sa) deposits and proximate determinants

such as GDP (sa), the weighted average time deposit

interest rate, small savings (sa), and returns on

alternative financial instruments such as mutual

funds proxied by the Sensex, and financial

inclusion represented by the number of bank

branches (sa) is explored. The autoregressive

distributed lag model has been applied to obtain

long-run and short-run coefficients of the

proximate determinants of bank deposits.To

understand the contribution of various factors to

deposit growth at each point of time, a vector

autoregression (VAR) model is estimated using y-o-y

growth of variables used earlier in ARDL model.

The historical decomposition of shocks to deposit

growth from VAR computed using generalised

weights provides the evidence that deposit growth is

mainly driven by income and deposit interest rates

in recent years.

Bank deposits remain an important part of

financial savings of households and key to the

financing of bank lending. Deposit growth is

picking up in recent months in a cyclical upturn

since December 2018, which is overwhelming a

trend slowdown underway since October

2009.Empirical evidence puts forward several

interesting facts about the behaviour of bank

deposits. First, it underscores the income as its

most important determinant, both in the short-and

in the long-run. Second, interest rate matters for

deposit mobilisation but only at the margin. Third,

financial inclusion has a boosting effect on deposit

mobilisation over the long-run suggesting

expansion of bank branches in unbanked areas.

Fourth, substitution effects associated with Sensex

returns for deposit growth are limited to the short-

run, warranting a careful appraisal of regulatory

reforms and tax arbitrage, even as efforts need to be

intensified to make both more market determined.

Finally, small savings substitute bank deposits in

the short-run but supplement deposits in the long-

run, reflecting that limits on income tax exemption

eventually evens out substitution effects and allow

income to be the key determinant of both in the

long-run.

In the final analysis, therefore, accelerating the rate

of growth of the economy and disposable incomes

holds the key to higher deposit mobilisation by the

banking system.

Source: www.rbi.org.in
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This report discusses the importance of a strong

enabling environment for the establishment of

viable capital markets characterised by

macroeconomic stability, market autonomy, a

strong legal framework and effective regulatory

regimes. Drivers more directly linked to specific

market functions related to investor behaviour are

also discussed with focus on enhancement through

policymaking.

The Working Group (WG) has characterized capital

market development along four dimensions,

namely, market size relative to GDP; the capacity of

the market to support the real sector; market access

for borrowers who fund their capital requirement

through the capital markets; liquidity to reflect the

ease of embedded value transfer from securities to

investors, and resilience to gauge the market's

capabilities in times of stress. Trends observed in

the capital market development over the last twenty

years indicate that there are significant differences

in market size relative to GDP across economies.

Fixed income markets have closed up on equity

markets in terms of market capitalization, and

emerging market economies (EME) are also

catching up with the advanced economies (AEs),

but are not quite there yet.

In AEs, median government securities outstanding

has increased from 40% of GDP in 2000 to 50% in

2017; within AEs, the size gap has increased

considerably post global financial crisis (GFC)

related issuances. Over the same period, median

size of government securities in EMEs has

increased from 20% to 35% (of GDP). Corporate

bond markets are larger than government securities

markets in most AEs, but similar in size in many

EMEs, with financial corporations being the

dominant issuers. A key reason for the expansion

of corporate debt markets has been the declining

share of bank debt to the non-financial corporate

sector. The WG also observed increasing

heterogeneity in the development of capital

supporting markets such as repo, derivatives and

securities lending.

AE corporates have greater access to long term

bond market funding than their EME

counterparts. Domestic EME issuances are

generally of shorter maturities than that in AEs,

but international issuance maturity structures are

similar. Non-financial corporates in EMEs also

issue a smaller median share of debt securities in

local currencies, preferring international issuances

instead. EMEs in Asia have higher share of debt

issuances in local currencies. Government

ownership in such corporates often tilts the

balance in terms of local currency issuances, and

shifts market access away from smaller entities. But

the number of such smaller firms which access the

capital markets is fewer in EMEs as compared to

AEs.

The report acknowledges significant development

in the local currency bond markets, by stating that

bid-ask spreads and estimated price impact of trade

in some EMEs are similar to some of the most

liquid AE bond markets. For instance, the two basis

points bid-ask spread on the ten year benchmark

bonds in India is akin to that in the UK. However,

that is not the case in most EMEs which have much

higher spreads. Turnover ratios in EMEs also now

often exceed those in some AEs, while they have

declined in some AEs. The WG survey indicates

greater concern about liquidity in the corporate

bond market, compared to those over government

Establishing viable capital markets: Working Group Report, Committee on the

Global Financial System (CGFS), Bank of International Settlements (BIS), January 2019
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securities.

Market resilience can be measured by the height

and duration of spikes in annualised volatility of

local currency government bond yields and equity

prices. It was observed that between 2009 and 2013,

the volatility in EME yields declined, becoming

broadly similar to that in AEs. Over the past 18

months however, the average volatility of EME

bond yields have risen to pre-crisis levels. While the

WG survey and volatility returns indicate similar

level of resilience in the AE and EME equity

markets, over the past year, EME market volatility

has been higher, similar to the pre-GFC period. The

survey also expressed similar concerns about the

corporate bond market resilience in the EMEs.

Moving on to capital market development, the

report categorises market drivers into those that are

part of an overall enabling environment, and those

that are more directly linked to specific market

functions. Macroeconomic stability, market

autonomy, efficient and effective legal system and

regulatory regime create favourable conditions for

market development. On the other hand, timely

disclosure of relevant information, a diversified

investor base, opening up of domestic markets to

foreign investors, organisation and infrastructure

of financial markets are some of the key drivers

which help attain viable capital markets.

Elaborating further, timely disclosure lowers the

cost of information acquisition for a diverse base of

investors, while incomplete information

dissemination raises the probability of adverse

selection and moral hazard. These fears are more

evident in the corporate bond market, with the

reliability of ratings agencies as the foremost

information aggregators in the market being cited

as the key concern area.

Opening up access to foreign investors lowers the

cost of capital and expands the pool of savings for

the domestic market. Lower risk of domestic

volatility is offset by the increased risk of global

spillovers. The WG survey indicates an inverse

relationship between domestic market liquidity

and the attractiveness of offshore issuance.

Participants responded that global developments

will entail a stronger spillover into EME

government bond markets, and that of lesser

magnitude into the corporate bond market. Low

liquidity of corporate bonds, coupled with

uncertainty and inefficiency surrounding local

regimes are cited as reasons for low levels of foreign

interest in the corporate bond market. A large local

investor base is perceived to offset the global

spillover effects.

In the primary market auctions, intermediaries

help ascertain the price and demand for securities

on offer. In most economies, primary dealers

commit to bid in primary markets, known as

underwriting. Market participants in the WG

survey cited underwriting costs having greater

effect in limiting issuances in EMEs than in AEs.

Lower secondary market liquidity increases

underwriting costs. Reissuance of existing

securities helps boost secondary market liquidity in

the corporate bond market, as recently

implemented by the Securities and Exchange Board

of India (SEBI). Additionally, better terms on bank

loans had hindered liquidity in the corporate bond

market as well, according to the respondents.

The report opines that due to the presence of

exchanges, equity markets have historically been

more transparent compared to bond markets on a

global level. This began to change with the advent

of electronic communication networks (ECNs)

gaining popularity among dealers in sovereign

bond markets. Many EMEs have introduced

electronic inter-dealers platforms for sovereign

bonds with public sector support. The report
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makes special mention of the success achieved by

the NDS-OM system in India and the Clearing

Corporation of India (CCIL) in setting up a

clearing and settlement system for the former. This

has helped formalise nearly 80% of the government

bond trading in India and turned its benchmarked

bonds into some of the world's most liquid bonds.

Analysis suggests that competitive pricing achieved

by post-trade transparency can be an important

factor influencing liquidity in corporate bond

markets.

In the WG's discussions, market participants

highlighted that their decisions to enter specific

markets depended on their ease of hedging the

adjoining risks. Survey results indicated a positive

correlation between market concerns about

derivative market breadth and concerns about

liquidity in the cash market. Similarly, the

existence of repo markets also supports market

making activity by supplying liquidity, providing

hedging opportunities, as well as providing asset

liability management of long term investors.

Financial market infrastructures (FMIs) provide

clearing, settlement and recording of financial

transactions, including the transfer of securities

and funds. Promoting greater use of CCPs has been

a pillar of post-GFC regulatory agenda, as central

clearing can maintain market confidence,

especially at times of crisis. However, promoting

CCPs can be challenging in less standardised

markets, as price inefficiency can jeopardise risk

management practices of CCPs. The report makes

special mention of the regulatory efforts behind

developing the corporate bond markets in India

and China, but also notes that risk factors remain

embedded in the system, particularly for India.

The report underlines some policy actions that

could relax the bottlenecks around the drivers of

capital market efficiency that have been mentioned

earlier. Primarily, a default preference for

disclosure based framework for security issuance

approvals over merit based framework can shield

against political influence and biased judgement of

market participants. Reinforcing the judicial

system in the way of specialized financial courts to

settle financial disputes, lower litigation costs and

ease of access to legal recourse can raise the

competence and fairness of the judicial system.

Other suggestions include promoting well defined

property and contracting rights, strengthening

company law to give minority shareholders more

access to information, and enhancing efficiency of

insolvency proceedings.

In the second place, better regulatory independence

can be achieved by outlining focused objectives,

strengthening legal foundations to enhance

operational independence, including strict

selection process for election of board members,

raising disclosure and accounting standards,

balancing trade-offs between investor protection

and issuer costs of capital. A successful case in

point has been that of the UK financial authorities'

adoption of non-regulatory interventions to keep

up with market innovations as well as protect it

from manipulation.

The third policy action involves deepening of the

domestic institutional investor base, to protect the

market from foreign spillovers. This can be

achieved by promoting pension funds, and

enhancing participation by way of incentives or

obligatory participation by the State. Adopting

prudent expansion of investment options in favour

of equity and corporate bond instruments,

employment of external fund managers for

managing government funds and increased

financial literacy amongst investors are the other

policy actions that can aid expansion of the
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institutional investor base.

Opening up the economy to foreign investors is the

next policy concern. The report notes that apart

from lifting of explicit trade barriers, existence of a

legal and regulatory framework conducive to

globalisation, and maintenance of sound

macroprudential environment is of equal

importance. In such cases where conditions are not

yet fully supportive of trade openness, a phased

path to reforms is an equally prudent measure.

Cases in point are China and India's phased

liberalisation over the last three decades. A large

number of EMEs have opened up their domestic

equity market ahead of bond market openness.

Building buffers through reserve accumulation and

capital flow management tools can protect an open

economy against adverse shocks. In such a scenario,

the report recommends using counter-cyclical

capital flow management tools as an exception so

as not to send a negative signal to the markets about

the crisis management ability of the regulators.

Finally, the report mentions that developing robust

FMIs can mitigate financial stability risks. The

policy initiatives by CPMI-IOSCO to promote

central clearing and mandated trade reporting of

OTC derivative contracts to trade repositories are

steps towards the right direction. Recent events

have highlighted the necessity of margining

requirements to safeguard during periods of stress.

Source: www.bis.org
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The aim of this article is to examine electricity price

dynamics in India in the context of developments

taking place in the Renewable Energy (RE) sector.

While thermal power remains the mainstay, India's

energy-mix is tilting in favour of RE whose share in

total power generation has increased from 3.70% in

2008-09 to 9.20% in 2018-19. Further, the

compe t i t i v ene s s o f Renewab l e Ene rgy

Sources(RES) has improved significantly. These

developments are altering electricity price

dynamics quite dramatically - average electricity

price discovered in the spot market was about 33%

lower than the price embedded in long term Power

Purchase Agreements (PPAs) between Distribution

Companies (DISCOMs) and power producers in

the last five years.

At a time when most Thermal Power Plants (TPPs)

are reeling under severe financial stress, falling

prices are undermining their viability. Instances of

DISCOMs not honouring their commitments of

buying electricity under PPAs, and TPPs selling

power on the spot market at below PPA negotiated

prices are symptoms of this distress in the energy

sector. Typically, TPPs operate with a cost structure

characterised by high operating leverage -

minimum load capacity in electricity generation

with a fixed cost base - and, therefore, their

profits/earnings is highly sensitive to the scale of

capacity utilisation and revenue realised. Revenue

is a function of volume of electricity sold to the

grid (proxied by plant load factor) and price

realised per unit of electricity, both of which are

impacted by the rising importance of renewables.

RES have accounted for the majority share in

incremental power generation capacity for three

successive years. The investment in additional RES

capacity is driven by its improved competitiveness

vis-à-vis conventional thermal power, brought

about by a steep decline in technology costs,

particularly for solar power. In addition to

improved competitiveness, investment in RES has

also benefited from government policy impetus.

Renewables are crucial to fulfilling India's strategic

energy policy objective of reducing reliance on

imported fossil fuel and curbing carbon emissions

to address climate change commitments under the

2015 Paris Accord and reinforced in subsequent

meetings of the Conference of Parties (COP).

The Union Government announced an ambitious

target of 175 Giga Watts (GW) RE capacity by 2022,

which was further increased to 227 GW. The policy

support for RES, which had traditionally been in

the form of fiscal incentives (tax breaks, accelerated

depreciation) moved towards providing

generation-based incentives with the introduction

of the Electricity Act, 2003. The Feed in Tariff (FIT)

aims at regulating the tariff at which DISCOMs

enter into long term PPAs with generating

companies and must-run status guarantees

despatch of generation from RES, irrespective of

demand conditions. Renewable Purchase

Ob l i g a t ion (RPO) wa s in t roduced in

2003,mandating DISCOMs and captive power

users to procure a minimum share of their power

requirement from RES, thereby ensuring adequate

demand. The introduction of Renewable Energy

Certificate (REC) in 2010 aims to address the

Renewable Energy and Electricity Price Dynamics in India

Rahul Agarwal, Sarthak Gulati and SonnaThangzason, RBI Bulletin May 2019
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mismatch between RE potential and RPO targets

across states by establishing a market mechanism

for trade in credit for energy purchased for RES

sources.

The Central Government has increased the RPO

targets from 17% (of total power purchased by

DISCOMs and captive power users) during 2018-

19 to 21% by 2021-22. With the increase in RPO

targets and emphasis on adherence through

creation of RPO Compliance cell by Ministry of

Renewable Energy, RES route could potentially

increase its share. Further, in February 2016, inter-

state transmission charges for solar and wind

energy generation were waived off for all projects

commissioned up to March 31, 2022.

The Electricity Act, 2003, marked the beginning of

market determined electricity price discovery. The

Act provides non-discriminatory market access for

Independent Power Producers (IPPs) and

recognises trading as a legal activity. Competitive

price discovery was incentivised in 2008 when the

government allowed power trading on exchanges.

Currently, there are two power exchanges in the

country - Indian Energy Exchange (IEX) and Power

Exchange of India Limited (PXIL) - that

commenced operation in June 2008 and October

2008, respectively. IEX commands a market share

of 98.40% by volume of power transacted through

exchanges. DISCOMs are the biggest players in the

market, accounting for over half of buy side

volume of electricity transacted at IEX and over one

third of sell side volumes. Open access consumers

also have a significant share in buy side volumes,

even though their participation has been hindered

by the imposition of additional surcharges and

high transmission charges on purchases from

power exchanges. Increased volume has been

accompanied by a steep decline in the average price

of electricity transacted through short-term

contracts, especially through power exchanges. The

volatility of daily prices has also declined.

Trade in power exchanges is carried out in contract

based on day-ahead and term-ahead markets. The

day-ahead market refers to the trading window for

deliveries for anytime blocks (15 minutes in case of

Indian exchanges)in 24 hours of the next day while

the term-aheadmarket refers to the trading window

for deliveries ona term basis for a future date (up to

11 days in the case of IEX). Similar to international

exchanges, the day-ahead market dominates the

volume of trade at power exchanges in India. In

day-ahead market, price calculation algorithm

matches buy and sell bids for each 15-minute block.

The intersection of aggregate demand and supply

curves, based on bids submitted by market

participants determines the market clearing price

for each trading block.

Analysing the relationship of spot prices with other

price indices, it was observed that while the

administered nature of household and agricultural

electricity prices results in little co-movement

between CPI inflation for electricity and spot

prices in exchanges, there is co-movement between

spot prices and WPI electricity inflation partly

explained by the participation of industrial firms

as open access consumers in the spot market

impacting their electricity input price.

For analysing the impact of RE generation on the

spot prices of electricity an Autoregressive

Distributed Lag (ARDL) framework is adopted to

accommodate different orders of integration

among the variables used. Monthly data from

Central Electricity Authority (CEA) and IEX for

the period April 2013 to September 2018 is used for

the empirical exercise. The results suggest that the
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volume of thermal power and RE with coal imports

and ratio of volume traded at the exchange to total

power generated, as exogenous variables, influence

spot prices of electricity in a statistically significant

manner. The results show that RE generation

helped to reduce spot prices on an on-going basis,

especially, as solar power has become cheaper than

conventional sources of energy, albeit with

fluctuations in the supply. The impact of hydro-

electricity on spot prices is found to be statistically

insignificant, possibly reflecting miniscule share in

total energy mix and captive ownership by the

government. Structural Vector Auto Regression

(SVAR) results also suggest that the impact of RE

generation in depressing the daily average IEX spot

price of electricity is significant. Thermal

generation imparts upside to the daily average spot

price due to elevated cost of production. Impulse

responses using Cholesky decomposition suggest

that one unit increase in RE generation leads to a

peak decline of 0.1 unit in the daily average market

clearing price.

Going forward, cost effective solar panels, storage

technologies, and the realisation of RE capacity

target of 227 GW by 2022 could potentially drive

spot price of electricity down further. However, this

poses a challenge for the viability of thermal power

plants which are already under significant financial

stress but remain essential for future energy

security.

Urgent policy intervention is required to address

the financial stress faced by the thermal sector

currently. A key requirement in this regard will be

to adapt the technology of existing power plants to

operate flexibly at lower base load capacities.

Another policy option is the creation of a capacity

market for electricity that functions alongside the

existing electricity market in which only the

maintenance of capacity is traded and explicitly

remunerated. This would incentivise the backstop

role of thermal capacity in the face of peak demand,

while buffering against the volatility in RE

generation.

Source:www.rbi.org.in
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In this paper, the authors analyze cross-border

trade credit availed by Indian importers during the

post-crisis period. It specifically examines the

relative role of demand and supply-side factors in

influencing the flow of trade credit in recent years.

While the cross-border trade finance activity can

support trade through various instruments, viz.,

loans (suppliers' and buyers' credit), letters of credit

or guarantees, inter-firm credit and factoring; this

study restricts its scope to bank-intermediated

buyers' credit as it accounts for over 93% of cross-

border trade credit in the case of India. Lower

recourse to suppliers' credit may be reflective of

India's participation in the global supply chain,

perception of suppliers on the risk of default by

importers and credit rating of domestic firms.

Highlighting key stylized facts of trade finance in

India, the study notes that importers in India meet

their funding needs largely through buyers' trade

credit which in turn may be influenced by both

demand (e.g., size of imports) and supply-side

factors (e.g., ability and willingness of banks to

extend credit). Additionally, a sizeable amount of

cross-border trade credit raised by importers is

intermediated by domestic banks. The paper finds

that foreign banks deal with high-value

transactions relative to domestic banks. Foreign

banks not only have more capacity to undertake

high-value transactions due to their multinational

presence, but also the dominance of large

corporates in their customer base could be a major

factor for the trade credit deals to be of higher size.

In contrast, domestic banks generally cater to trade

finance needs of importers from MSME sector.

Currency-wise composition of trade credit shows

that it is predominantly raised in US dollar terms,

followed by Euro and Japanese yen.

With respect to the cost of trade credit, the authors

observed that the average cost largely varies in line

with the trend in 6-month LIBOR. Since 2015 the

increase in cost was, however, less steep for both

foreign and domestic banks relative to the LIBOR

implying that trade credit was raised with lower

spread - particularly in 2015 and 2016. This was

despite the higher spread (over 6-month LIBOR)

allowed by the Reserve Bank since November 2011.

The study examined the impact of various factors

that can potentially influence the trade finance

activity of banks operating in India, by using an

unbalanced panel data set of 55 banks for the

period of 2007-08 to 2016-17. The dependent

variable used in the analysis was the log of short-

term credit. Among the independent variables,

global volatility index and foreign cross-currency

basis swap rates were used to represent global

factors. The demand side factors used in the model

included the size of merchandise imports and the

rate of interest charged by banks. Apart from the

global and domestic factors, the ratio of net

operating profit to total assets was used as an input

to represent the financial health of the issuing

bank. Additionally, banks with a wider network of

counter-parties are expected to have larger trade

credit portfolio as it enhances their capacity to

arrange funds. Hence, counterparty networks

indicating interconnectedness of banks with

overseas branches (and measured as the deviation

of the number of branches of a bank from the

Cross-border Trade Credit: A Post-Crisis Empirical Analysis for India

By Rajeev Jain, Dhirendra Gajbhiye and Soumasree Tewari, Department of Economic and Policy Research, RBI
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average number of branches of all banks)was used

as an additional explanatory variable.

The empirical results of the study from the overall

sample indicated that the volume of trade credit

varies positively with the size of India's imports. It

implies that demand for trade credit tends to be

high when imports are higher. Similarly, the trade

credit activity varies negatively with increase in

costs. It was also found that global volatility as well

as availability of US dollar funding in the global

interbank market plays an important role in

influencing the supply side conditions for trade

credit. The financial health of banks, measured by

operating profit performance, also positively

influences the trade credit issuances by banks. The

size of overseas network of banks turned out to be a

significant factor in determining the size of their

trade credit activity.

Trade credit issuances for oil imports are generally

administered rather than being entirely driven by

market forces. Hence, the model was re-estimated

for the non-oil sector to check the robustness of fit.

The results corroborate with the findings of the

overall sample confirming the significant impact

of the global, macroeconomic and financial health

of concerned banks on trade credit activity.

Separating the full sample into two sub-samples of

domestic and foreign banks, the paper found that

the regression results mostly adhered to the overall

sample results, explained significantly by the

imports and global volatility. Further, the

interconnectedness with overseas banks was equally

important for both the bank groups. There were,

however, two points of difference emerging from

the results. First, the elasticity of trade credit to

interest cost was not significant for foreign banks

unlike domestic banks. Another difference was

with regard to the impact of banks' health on trade

credit. For domestic banks, the financial health

parameter did not significantly influence their

trade credit activity unlike in the case of foreign

banks.

The paper concluded by emphasizing that both

demand and supply-side dynamics influence the

flow of cross-border trade credit to India. The fall in

trade finance intensity in recent years was clearly an

indication of supply-side constraints. In particular,

the financial health and size of overseas network of

banks operating in India matter for trade credit.

Empirical evidence suggesting positive impact of

imports volume on trade credit flows makes short-

term external debt as one of the critical variables to

be monitored for external sector vulnerability.

Source: www.rbi.org.in
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